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What is School Climate and What is School Culture?

Although there is no one clear definition, school climate is commonly defined as the “quality 
and character of school life” The School Climate Council  suggests that school climate 
encompasses the experiences of individuals in the school, including learning and building 
relationships, while also capturing the collective beliefs and attitudes that are present within 
a school. School climate is more than one individual’s experience; rather, it is an overarching 
experience or “feel” of the school.

On the other hand, school culture is defined as the shared values, rules, belief patterns, 
teaching and learning approaches, behaviors, and relationships among or across the 
individuals in a school. Culture encompasses a school’s norms, unwritten rules, traditions, and 
expectations. These may influence the way people dress to the way they interact with each 
other. Culture is more deeply ingrained in a school, and therefore may only be altered over a 
longer period through systematic change in a school’s climate.

“Without Struggle, There Is No Progress.”   Frederick Douglass



             SCHOOL CLIMATE & CULTURE
https://youtu.be/BXKREXUyUK4

https://youtu.be/BXKREXUyUK4


Contrasting Climate with Culture
CLIMATE                                                                                       CULTURE
Monday versus Friday                                      Gives Mondays permission to be miserable
Attitude or mood of the group                                  Personality of the group
Provides a state of mind                                           Provides a (limited) way of thinking
Flexible, easy to change                                           Takes many years to evolve
Based on perceptions                                               Based on values and beliefs
Feel it when you come in the door                           Members cannot feel it
Is all around us                                                           Is part of us
The way we feel around here                                    The way we do things around here
First step to improvement                                         Determines if improvement is possible
It’s in your head                                                          It’s in your head







TOXIC CULTURE               

OF EDUCATION

https://youtu.be/BnC6IABJXOI

https://youtu.be/BnC6IABJXOI
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